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Abstract: In this paper, we study about Software Defined
Networking (SDN) is centralized controller of the network. It has
maintained the information regarding the whole network which
being able to optimize the available network resources and makes the
route decision for forward packets. In Traditional networks, each
device possess with own configuration and state which makes
difficult to networking and expensive to maintain and forward
packets. It also uses multiple routing algorithms for many different
devices such as routers and switches and no centralized approach for
routing. SDN architecture is centralized and support different
routing algorithms for packet forwarding in emerging changes in
networks. SDN usage is rapidly increased in networking to meet
today challenges. This paper discuss on SDN with Wireless Sensor
Network for load balancing between the nodes in communication.
Due to Mobility of node in Wireless sensor network need of load
balance .Also discussed various issues related with SDN
performance in wireless sensor Network.
Keywords: Software defined network, Open Flow, Network State
Information, Wireless Sensor Network, SDN-WISE, SD-WSN.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collection of sensor
nodes to record the physical condition of environment such
as temperature, pressure etc. and to collect the information.
Information passes in the network to a centralized node as
sink node. WSN used in various fields such as agriculture,
forest, road traffic and health issue for information
collection.
In WSN there is a limitation for increase in
energy usage due to battery power and delay in information
transmission due to mobility. To overcome limitation a load
balancing approach for communication of sensor network is
possible through Software defined network [1]. Software
defined networking is a new paradigm in network to
manage control and data plane easier .SDN is an open
source to control and manage network elements. Traditional
network devices makes complex in control and
management on each device [2].SDN separates the control
plane and data plane in network layer. SDN controller is
central which separate routers and switches to make a
forwarding devices simple.SDN provide automated load
balancing, routing and reduced hardware costs. SDN
supports Protocols such as Open flow, open stack, open
daylight controller to make route decision in forwarding
packets [3]. Open Flow [4] protocol at southbound interface
which is interface with network infrastructure as wired or
wireless devices.
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SDN with WSN impose more challenges as limited in
energy consumption, memory, processing resources and
application related to nodes performance. This work
consists of following section. Section II related works.
Section III describes the SD-WSN. Section IV load
balancing in networking using SDN.SDN avoid delay in
communication using these approach. Section V concludes
this work.
II.

RELATED WORK

WSN is used various fields such as agriculture monitoring,
weather monitoring, health monitoring, industrial
monitoring. Nowadays a variety of uses of WSN with low
energy and power consumption.WSN have challenges for
resource constraints such as energy, processing, memory
communication. Nodes in WSN have mobility [5] [6].
SDN with WSN many researchers have been taken
place for efficient use of energy in network. In this network
lifetime also increased for nodes and reduce the network,
transmission cost [7].SDN for wireless network need to
broadcast information, to find mobility of node, hidden
node, node status. Open Flow protocol has to uninterrupted
data collection from node in wireless network. Node will be
in active state or passive state. Open flow protocol with
flow sensor used in WSN [8].
Many research is done on SDN but only few research is
takes place in SDN ,WSN and security in future effort that
takes security into consideration[9].Research challenges in
SDN-WSN is energy efficient, routing, mobility, reliability,
QOS, management, localization, wireless power
transmission, security[10].
III.

SD -WSN

A. SDN ARCHITECTURE
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a network which
separates the Control plane from the data plane and
centralizes the controller. The goal of SDN is to provide
open, user controlled, managing and network elements. The
data plane in SDN is responsible for packet forwarding
hardware which is not possible in traditional networks [11].
In Fig 1 show the SDN Architecture that separates data
plane with control plane. Software defined networking
defines with three layers: Control, Data and Application:
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Open day light protocol lies at northbound interface to
communicate with application layer and send information to
the controller to forward the packets. This supports various
network environments and SDN Controller.

Fig 1. SDN Architecture.
1) Control plane: The control plane carries traffic signal
and responsible for routing in network. The source to
destination transmission is takes place by control plane. The
function of control plane is to make Centralized
configuration and manage [12] .The application layer sends
instruction to SDN control software from various business
Application layer. The control layer provides data to
networking elements. Vice versa the control layer separates
information from the networking elements and sends back
to application layer. The SDN controller controls the
different network devices for routing and switching by
separating data plane and control plane. Various protocols
used for routing like OSPF, RIP that are managed by
control plane
2) Data Plane: The data plane is used only for forwarding
the packets using different protocols. Traffic is handling by
control plane while transmission.
3) Application Plane: Application layer is a collection of
different application to perform the task. The application
layer send data to SDN controller through north bound
interface to perform the function.
Need For SDN:







Flow Optimize.
Virtual router.
Network advisor.
Load Balancer.
Protector.
Flow Steering

SDN is virtual software to control network devices. So no
need to change the device, in place change the software
used in routers and switches to manage the traffic. This
external is SDN Controller or Network Operating System. It
obtains the network state information and makes necessary
decision for forwarding the packets. Several new
applications develop to control the traffic and delay in
transmission in SDN controller makes easy. The SDN
Controller makes rules in flow table send to data plane for
forwarding the packets. The SDN support different
Controllers Such as Open Daylight, Flood light, ONOS,
open switch [13].
B. Open Daylight:
The Open Daylight project is a build on open source Linux
software. It provides centralized, programmatic control and
device monitoring. Open daylight provides an interface to
infrastructure layer through open flow to perform
networking in efficient manner. Open day light protocol
work on hardware that supports the Java platform [14].
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C. Open Network Operating System (ONOS)
ONOS is an open source operating system developed at ON
lab. This provides scalability, efficient performance and
high availability for communication. It performs network
operation with easy programming interface. This OS
provides High level of abstraction in application which
makes to know about the state of the network and traffic in
network. ONOS provides network graph through which get
topology of the network. ONOS manages and control the
entire network, simplifies to deploy new software, hardware
and services. ONOS supports multiple servers and run as
distributed system [15].
The SDN controller performs three functions:
i) Collect Network State Information: In Fig 2 shows
SDN controller first collects the network state information
globally and then makes routing decision to compute new
path. The topology control is classified as static and
dynamic link. In Static link topology not change so routing
decision is simple but in dynamic link topology continuous
change so need to collect the network state at every
intervals. This faces many challenges in dynamic link to
collect accurate network state information which help to
utilize the network resources and avoid congestion problem
[16].
ii) Compute feasible shortest paths: After obtaining
network state information and discovering topology, it
obtains the optimal path for routing the packets using
algorithms.
iii) Forwarding Protocols: The SDN controller use Open
Flow protocol to forward the packets. The forwarding table
is maintaining for each switches.

Fig 2 Centralized Controllers
The Different Routing Algorithms is used to forward the
packets based on Open Flow Protocols. The existing routing
Algorithms based on either Static link or Dynamic Link in
network. The various algorithms designed to collect
network state information for static link and dynamic link.
The dynamic link must need to update flow table for
forwarding the packets at continuous interval but static link
no need to continuous update of flow table.
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So the routing algorithm is selected based on which perform
efficient to collect accurate network state information.
Network state information is obtained from SDN switches
by querying them. Hence the future algorithms are needed
to take probabilistic metrics to find accurate network state
information [17] [18].

entire network behavior easily and continuously through the
flow rules applied on sensor nodes. The WISE Flow table
control by the controller for forwarding packets [23] [24].
Fig.4 shows the structure of SDN-WISE protocol stack.

D. Wireless Sensor Network with SDN Architecture
WSN is a distributed sensor nodes to sense and control the
node in network. Each node in WSN is communicated with
other node within the range. Each range has a sink node
which communicates with other network node. The control
of nodes in WSN is classified as centralized, decentralized
or distributed control. It is difficult to manage node due to
scattered of nodes. Another challenge is high energy
consumption, mobility of nodes, node failures and battery
power [19] [20].

Fig 4 Protocol Stack SDN WISE
The WISE Visor is controlled by the controller for
communication in WSN through the SINK node [25].
IV.

Fig 3 Architecture of SD-WSN
Fig. 3 shows architecture of SD-WSNs. The
architecture is divided in to three layers. They are:
i) Application Layer, ii) Control Layer, and iii)
Infrastructure layer. The application layer of SD-WSNs
contains various business applications to communicate with
controller. The control layer separates data plane and
control plane. The data plane for forwarding packets and
control plane to make decision for routing the node. The
infrastructure layer of SD-WSNs is a collection of sensor
nodes which monitor and forward data in the wireless
network. In WSN Flow-Sensor [21] adopt features of open
flow controller. Flow sensor is responsible for forward
packet in wireless network. Open flow allows controlling
flow sensor and monitoring sensor traffic in WSN.
SDN-WISE [22] is software framework and prototype
hardware for SD-WSN. SDNWISE is to simplify the
management of nodes in wireless network. The Sink nodes
are connected with network interface to forward the data
from sensor node to the controller. The controller defines
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LOAD BALANCING IN NETWORKING
USING SDN

In this paper proposed a work to make faultless continuous
transmission and load balanced handover of destination
node in WSN with SDN.Openflow protocol is not able to
characterize the wireless sensor network and controller
cannot manage the access point in infrastructure layer. The
flow table updating is required for the future forwarding
packet. The node in wsn is mobility so it is difficult to
determine access point. The access point communicates
with the controller to forward packet.
This new approach define two process
i) Propagation delay is to reduce by providing the flow
table in advance to the controller.
ii) Calculate the weight of sink node to improve utilization
of resources.
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In Fig 5 Show that controller collects information from
access point that makes rules for flow rules between nodes
and sink node. The sink node gives information to access
point through which it pass the flow table to the controller
for making a decision.
The proposed sensor network provides information of flow
table to the controller so that controller define rules for the
node route decision making .The access point gives rules to
the node for forwarding packet in network. The propagation
delay reduces by providing flow table in advance to the
controller. To improve the utilization of resources need to
load balance in network. The weight of the sink node to be
calculated based on strength of the signal and load of sink
node. Load of sink node is traffic sent and received by the
access point. Average weight of sink node is suitable for
route decision. This makes increased utilization of resources
in wireless sensor network.
V.

CONCLUSION

Software Defined Networking is suitable for future
networking. More research is based on routing algorithm
for make a efficient utilize resources and minimize
congestion due to overload balance.SDN with WSN makes
efficient access of network resources, in future it will be
suitable to change the software based network instead of
hardware devices. SDN adoption can enforces network
manageability, scalability, security in WSN.
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